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Dalit literature foregrounded as a prominent voice to revolutionize the prevailing 

bourgeois, romantic portrayal and significant representation of the mainstream literary and 

cultural discourse as ‘the canon.’  It denounced as petty and false the racial segregation and 

injustice meted out to the so called ‘of the earth’ through the medium of the literature of protest. 

Although not completely absent from the literary and cultural discourse of the times, the Dalits 

found textual space in the upper caste writings of litterateurs. This sympathetic but unauthentic 

portrayal of the abject, submissive and pitiful by the upper caste writers generated a lacuna 

which was rectified by the delineation of “writing about Dalits by Dalit writers with a Dalit 

consciousness.” (Towards 19) Dalit literature as a strong oppositional voice raises not only 

important questions but also narrates the ability of the people in the margins to fight against all 

odds and injustices.  

 

Contemporary literary scene is marked by the resurgence of Dalit literature that 

documents the pain and anguish experienced by the Dalit communities. Dalit literature is, 

“precisely that literature which artistically portrays the sorrows, tribulations, slavery, 

degradation, ridicule and poverty endured by Dalits.” (Towards 30) The Dalit writers made use 

of the platform to map the sorrows, sufferings, injustice, subjugation and untouchability 

experienced by the community as a whole. This article intends to analyze Sangati, the path-

breaking narrative of the Tamil Dalit Christian writer, Bama, which represents the discourse of 

discontent through the miserable existence of the Dalit Christian community which announces 

the desire for change and empowerment.              
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Dalit meaning ‘dust,’ ‘dirt,’ ‘downtrodden,’ ‘broken people,’ and transitively ‘oppressed,’ 

is the political appellation chosen by those known as ‘the untouchable castes,’ and as such the 

term conjures itself as a critique of casteism, a history of double oppression. The word carries 

with it the undertones of being suppressed and oppressed. The privileged classes maintain the 

graded nature of the Hindu mainstream society and those living on the margins remain a 

subaltern, subordinate class, and the depressed, down-trodden and exploited lots are now referred 

to as the Dalit. They are relegated to the background to lead a subhuman and demeaning 

existence with no voice of their own. But with the upsurge of Dalits, the attitude of non-Dalits 

has undergone a tremendous change. 

 

Works of Dalits featuring characters who signal the realization that they too were created 

in the likeness of God, reveal a new strength from within. They challenge the hegemonic 

conventions and value systems that inscribe the former ‘untouchables,’ within the circle of the 

upper caste discourse, and in the process have created a body of literature that is essentially 

identified by a parlance of productive protest for the purpose of provoking a critical re-

examination of the authoritarian and unequal caste hierarchies in the society. Dalit literature 

poses a major challenge to the dominant episteme by its insistence on not only a presentation but 

also a re-presentation of its own. The writers negotiate a literary and social space and place for 

themselves by introducing into the mainstream literary culture the creativity and the 

inventiveness of a hitherto marginalized subculture and literature. In this context, the works of 

women writers who come out to the mainstream to explore the problems faced by the oppressed 

women become highly important. There are a large number of women writers who have brought 

Dalit texts into mainstream visibility.  

 

Faustina Mary Fathima Rani, pen named as Bama, is the most distinguished Dalit fiction 

writer in Tamil and one of the most acclaimed of all Dalit women writers. She is a representative 

novelist of Dalit feminism. She rose to fame with her autobiographical novel, Karukku which 

documents the joys and sorrows experienced by Dalit Christian women in Tamil Nadu. She has 

also authored two other novels Sangati(1994), and Vanmam(2002) along with two collections of 

short stories: Kusumbukkaran(1996),Oru Tattvam Erumaiyum(2003).  
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An extraordinarily powerful and provocative ‘outcaste’story, Bama’s Sangati reveal a 

consciousness long suppressed through the remorseless violence and anguished emotion of the 

narrative voice. This episodic novel can be seen as a focus on the animosity faced by the Dalits, 

both external and internal (between Dalits and elite sections or Dalits and sub-sections), a kind of 

double patriarchies (patriarchies of their own caste and the upper caste). Through the medium of 

language, the author voices the misery of Dalits doubled up due to caste and gender 

discrimination. Through Sangati, Bama tries to bounce back the bi-fold oppression of Dalit 

women. It comes down as a right place and space to articulate the sufferings and travails 

experienced by the Dalits. It can be seen as a critique of the Hindu social order, a clear picture of 

the caste oppression meted out to the ‘ground down.’ This piece of literature protests against all 

forms of oppression and relies on the strength and resilience of Dalit women. They begin to live 

again with honour, self-respect to and a love towards all humankind. They assert their 

individuality. They celebrate their newly found identity and inner strength. They can no longer 

be subjugated. They respond to a call for improvement and self-empowerment which can only be 

materialized through education and collective action. The story comes down as a piquant 

depiction of the Dalit cause.  

 

This paper is an attempt to dissect the stark and harsh realities of the lives of Dalits and 

their deliberate effort to rise socially thereby finding their own place and space. It makes an 

attempt to trace the existential predicament of Dalit women and the protagonist’s struggle against 

patriarchy. The novel conveys the anger, sorrow, indomitable will and hope of the Dalit 

protagonist.  It is a series of local anecdotes stringed through a female narrator. It is the 

autobiography of a community. Sangati or events is an account of some personal impressions on 

certain atrocious and blood-curdling incidents in a Dalit street. The word ‘Sangati,’ means 

‘events.’ The novel through individual stories, anecdotes and memoirs portrays the events that 

happen in the life of Dalit women. The protagonist cum narrator of the novel gradually develops 

the awareness that they are the lowest rung in the hierarchy and that only through education they 

can be rid of their oppressed consciousness. Her female characters suffer from double 

discrimination; they are oppressed by the so-called high caste people (which equally affects both 

male and female Dalits) and by Dalit males. They constitute the majority of labourers, doing 
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hard manual labour and engage in agricultural operations. Women participate in productive 

works, earn wages and participate in the economic chain. But they are paid much less than their 

male counterparts. Women are represented as wage earners and it is upon them that the burden of 

running the family falls. Men on the other hand can spend the money they earn as they please. 

This unequal division of labour becomes a major issue in Sangati. The Dalit community is also 

under the reigning patriarchal system whereby Dalit men who themselves are marginalized by 

the upper class land owners, in turn marginalize Dalit women. 

“It is not the same for women of other castes and communities. Our women cannot bear 

the torment of upper-caste masters in the fields, and at home they cannot bear the 

violence of their husbands.” (65) 

 

Individual patriarchal distinctions are initially inculcated in children within the first ten 

years of their lives. Gender games act as effective tools to achieve this goal. Girls are not 

allowed to play the games of boys. While games like ‘kabaddi’ and ‘marbles’ are meant for boys, 

girls play at cooking, getting married and other domestic matters.  

“Even when we played ‘mothers and fathers,’ we always had to serve the mud ‘rice’ to 

the boys first. They used to pull us by the hair and hit us saying, ‘What sort of food is 

this, di, without salt or anything!’  In those days we used to accept those. Nowadays, for 

many of the girls, those have become real blows, and their entire lives are hell.” (31) 

 

Elders consider boys as permanent members in a family because they are supposed to 

take care of their parents. On the other hand, female children are transient members who are to 

be transplanted to another family and so have no role to play in their families. This causes gender 

prejudices even in the minds of parents. Two of the stories that Bama reminds is that of 

Mariamma and Thayi whose marital disharmonies are revealed in an attempt to stereotype the 

Dalit predicament. They are ill treated and beaten up daily by their husbands. Mariamma is 

humiliated by her father, assaulted by the landlord and later tormented by her husband. She is a 

true representative of the entire community of the submissive Dalit women. She never resents 

her tormentors. She is unjustly accused of being intimate with a village boy and summoned to 

the village meeting. Even though the whole village knows that she is not guilty, nobody had the 
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courage to defend her. The women are prevented from speaking in village meetings and the men 

do not possess the courage to stand erect before the upper class and question them. Marriamma’s 

friends warn her that there will be nobody to listen to her stories. This denial of a speaking 

position, this act of being silenced becomes very apparent in the following lines. 

“It is best if you shut about this. If you even try to tell people what actually had 

happened, you’ll find that it is you who will get the blame; it’s you who will be called a 

whore…Are people going to believe their words or ours.” (20)   

 

Bama realizes that women occupy a claustrophobic space in the world and are constantly 

under menace. They are not safe in their home, agricultural fields, in church and even in public 

spheres. They are constantly under the threat of sexual harassments in the field of work. Family, 

church and caste-courts are usually male-led. Justice and rules for behaviour are different for 

men and women. While Mariamma pays 200 rupees as fine, Manikkam pays only 100 rupees for 

an equal offence. Women are also vulnerable to superstitious beliefs. They believe that it is 

women who are possessed by ‘peys’. Bama realizes that such blind beliefs and self acquiescence 

can be removed only by collective action.  

“We must be strong. We must show by our own resolute lives that we believe ardently in 

our independence. I told myself that we must never allow our minds to be worn out, 

damaged, and broken in the belief that this is our fate. Just as we work hard so long as 

there is strength in our bodies, so too, must we strengthen our hearts and minds in order 

to survive.” (59)  

 

Dalit women resort to variegated tools for survival. While Mariamma accepts what 

comes to her, Pecchiamma protests by walking on without her husband.  

 

Bama feels proud that their women have economic freedom from their men folk; they 

work hard in the fields and match box factories and rear up their children. Sometimes widows 

are allowed remarriage and their culture never alienates a widow from the mainstream. But the 

upper class women confine their emotions within the four walls of their mansions. Even the male 

members of the Dalit community have their own defence systems. Since they cannot protest 
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against their landlords they show their strengths at home on their wives and children. Women, as 

a result, suffer caste oppression in mornings and gender oppression in nights. Women are 

vulnerable to sexual exploitation and harassment. The narrator’s grandmother who is the general 

commentator of the events in the novel explains their plight:  

“We have to labour in the fields as hard as men do, and then on top of that, struggle to 

bear and raise our children. As for the men, their work ends when they have finished in 

the fields. If you are born into this world, it is best you were a man. Born as women, what 

good do we get? We only toil in the fields and in the home until our vaginas shrivel.” (6) 

 

Bama identifies instances of early child marriage, poverty, lack of proper health care and 

sanitation and lack of education as certain barriers impending women from coming out of their 

subdued state. The child narrator in the early chapters grows melancholic and rebellious due to 

the events happening around her. When she grows into a young woman she stresses on the need 

for a radical change and calls out for action against the exigencies of her companions. She 

exhorts them to take pride of their caste and march towards social empowerment. Women are 

represented as wage-earners. Bama draws attention to their immense capacity for hard labour, 

their spirit of protest, their culture’s absence of dowry and their rich cultural heritage. She talks 

about the narrator’s courageous grandmother who pawned her ‘thali’ to feed her children, 

Katturaasa’s mother who bore her son by herself while cutting grass and about Marriamma who 

came back to work even after she met with an accident. But they have been silenced in the 

crucial moments of their lives. Their protests are nipped in the very bud. When Bama’s 

protagonist admonishes her grandmother for not protesting, she replies: 

“From your ancestors’ times it has been agreed that what the men say is right. Don’t you 

go dreaming that everything is going to change just because you’ve learnt a few letters of 

the alphabet?” (18)   

 

The beginning of the novel displays a state of depression and hopelessness of the Dalit 

women; but the latter part reveals the vigour, courage and the resilience of women even in the 

midst of all misery. Women have started to protest against the discrimination, oppression and 

injustice levelled against them and are trying to find a female space for themselves.  They face 
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the problems by their solidarity. They chatter and laugh to forget their sorrows. The narrator 

finally becomes free of the clutches of her limitations. She works and lives by herself. But it is 

striking to note that she had to hide her caste name out of fear of repercussions. Even when there 

are more educated and self reliant women among the Dalits the cult of violence still continues to 

trouble their lives. The novel is a startling insight into the realization made by the protagonist 

that leaving her community is no escape. She has to come to terms with her identity as an 

educated, economically independent woman who chooses to leave all alone by herself. She has 

become a metaphor for courage, fearlessness, independence and self-respect. She has found a 

place and space for herself in the society. Her next attempt is to ensure the same for the entire 

community. And the inevitable question remains: Have they been completely successful in 

finding a place and space in the canon and in the society? The answer lies in the abyss…  
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